
At Skull Bucket®, we keep it simple. Rise 
early, work hard and do it better. Our 
company stands on a rich tradition of 
men who cultivated the earth and 
others who protected it. We have grime 
under our fingernails, sweat on our 
brows and stand firm where others falter. 
We are the exception not the rule and 
our products are no different.     

Only the authentic Skull Bucket® 
aluminum hard hat is crafted to  quality 
without question standards. The Skull 
Bucket® tradition of  superior protection 
and craftsmanship is forged into every 
hat that leaves our Texas facilities. 
Skull Bucket® bonds classic rugged 
styling with innovative  technology and  
durability to create unparalleled head 
protection. At Skull Bucket®, we’ve got  
you covered.

The Authentic 
Skull BucketTM

Skull Bucket® bonds 
classic rugged styling with 
innovative technology and 

maximum durability 
to create unparalleled 

head protection in high risk 
environments. 
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Extreme protection from chemical splash 
hazards, intense temperatures, and chemical, 
flash-fire and radiant heat. Applications 
include: chemical handling, petrochemical 
operations, hazmat response and high 
temperature environments.  

Four-point Bucket Strap™ Suspension 
System innovation combines high tensile 
nylon webbing with extremely durable light-
weight stainless steel clips to effectively 
displace and transfer impact energy from our 
safety workhorse, the Authentic Skull Bucket®.

Made from aerospace aluminum  
and designed with key reinforcement 
areas, Skull Bucket® hard hats are extremely 
lightweight, durable and UV stable. 

Skull Bucket® custom hard hats 
are produced through the most advanced 
custom branding process in the industry 
providing you the opportunity to proudly 
represent your company from the top down in 
every environment.
 
Standard colors include UV resistant
silver aluminum and nine additional powder 
coated options.  
 
Custom colors offer UV resistant  
powder-coated options blended exclusively  
to meet brand specific color requirements.

Full Warranty - One Year Unlimited 
Skull Bucket® offers full replacement for any 
manufacture defects. 

At Skull Bucket®, we’ve got you covered.
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